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● CEO & Founder of MilkCrate
● Board of Directors: 

President of Neighborhood Civic, Philly 
Startup Leaders, Alma Links PHL, Energy 
Coordinating Agency

● Pandemic new mom of Fayla
● Ribeiro Brazilian Jiu Jitsu Blue Belt

Contact: morgan@milkcrate.tech and 
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We take offline nonprofit 

programs online. 

www.milkcrate.tech

Award Winning:



What do we do?
We help nonprofit organizations to 
boost engagement and track their 
program’s impact. 

How do we do it? 
Our platform launches affordable 
mobile apps for nonprofit program 
audiences, and an admin dashboard 
and control panel for program staff.

MilkCrate: 
The Nonprofit Mobile App Platform
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What is the difference between custom & 
templated apps (like MilkCrate’s)?
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What is MilkCrate?

Choose ready-to-go features 

that match your engagement & 

tracking needs.

Manage your app and users 

with the admin dashboard to 

add content and see activity 

reports.

How do you launch a templated MilkCrate app?

Set goals and upload content 

for your users to engage with 

and motivate them.
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What types of nonprofits benefit from 

MilkCrate apps?

Community 

Engagement

Volunteer Programs

Education & Training

Membership/

Associations
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A Timeline of 2 ½ Pivots



Green Yelp 

App

9 /2013-

1/2016

24 months

CSR App 

Platform

2/2016-

4/2017

14 months

NPO App Platform

2/2018 - Today

36 months

Apps for 

Edu + CSR 

+ NPO + ?

5/2017-

2/2018

9 months
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And the logo has changed many more 

times too...
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Even our URL...
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It started with a crowdfunding campaign...



On a sustainability mission with lots of 

post-it notes and some design skills!



We tested out tons of marketing ideas to 

reach consumers including partnering 

with Eagles player Connor Barwin, getting 

(FREE) ads on Taxis, tons of press 

coverage, and we even got pretty good at 

it, but the results told a different story. 





Sustainability 

was more in 

demand, but 

the consumer 

app approach 

wasn’t 

working. 
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So we switched from a B2C model to a 

B2B one.
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We also learned the value of letting clients 

‘own’ their solution and brand it.
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We learned that finding a great solution for one 

big fish was better than an ok solution for lots of 

little fish.



It started with an intro from a board member. That 

nonprofit client changed everything.



A client with a problem we were perfect for, paid 

us on time, paid us well, and had no alternatives? 

That is a blue ocean scenario with a chance to 

make a huge social and sector impact.



One last pivot… sort of.
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Get in touch!

morgan@milkcrate.tech 
@morganberman
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● On a board of a nonprofit?
● Volunteer with a nonprofit?
● Connected to a foundation?
● Potential partner company?


